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Applied and Computational Convexity

January 29 - February 4, 1995

The conference, organized by P. Gritzmann (Trier), V. Klee (Seattle) and P. Kleinsehmidt (Passau), was
attended by 38 participants, who gave a total of 37 lectures ranging from 25 to 45 minutes.

The meeting ~eflected exciting new developments in the area of Applied and Computational Convexity. The
roots of this field lie jointly in geometrYl in mathematieal programming and in computer sciehce. Typieally,
the problems are algorithmic in nature, tbe underlying structures are geometrie with special emphasis on
convexity, and the questions are usually motivated by praetieal applications in mathematical programming,
computer science, and other less obviously mathematical areas of science.

According to tbe coneept of this conference, tbe partieipants belonged to four different fields: classical
eonvexity theory, mathematical programming, eo~putationalgeometry and computer scienee.

The talks dealt with various topics of the wide spectrum of subjects covered by Applied and Computational
Convexity. Some lectures were devoted to integer programming and polyhedral eombinatorics. A new
approach based on Gröbner bases and Newton-polytopes was presented, and new results, some general,
some related to particular applications were given which utilize polyhedral approaehes for solving large-scale
combinatorial optimization problems. Various lattice point probl~ms were studied, partly from the point of
view of integer programming.

Other talks dealt with linear, semi-definite and eonvex optimization problems. New algorithms, partly mo
tivated by results from classieal convexity theory were presented, new insight was gained in known methods,
and some special purpose approaches were reported 00, which are tailored to partieular praetical applications.

Geometrie aspects ofnonlinear (smooth and nonsmooth) optimization were scrutinized in same other lectures,
geometrie partitioning and covering problems turoed out to be particularly relevant for global optimization.

Another group of talks foeussed 00 tbe computation and optimization of certain geometrie functionals, one
of which was motivated by the Hadamard determioant problem, and on algorithmic reeonstruction problems
that are related to problems in computer vision or computer tomography. In this context the algorithmic
theory of convex bodies played an important rol,e.

Also presented were new results in geometrie graph theory, in the theory of polytopes, tHings, and related
combinatorial objects, partly theoretical, partly algorithmic. In particular, one of the lectures surveyed the
outstanding new results of Richter-Gebert onthe realizatioo spaee of convex polytopes , which solve a large
variety of long-standiog open problems in polyhedral theory.

The cooference showed that even though tbe participants belonged to different fields that have quite different
tool-boxes, approaches aod ideas for solving tbeir problems, there is a deep and dose connection which ia
centered around tbe basic coneept of convexity.
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Farid Alizadeh (New Brunswick):

Complementary relations between pairs of convex polar cones with applications to primal-dual
algorithms .

It has been observed that same interior point algorithms for linear programming can be extended, in a s~nse

word by word, to optimization problems over more general.domains, such as the cone of positive semidefinite
matrices and the so-called "ice cream" cone. Consider the following pair of primal and dual problems:

min{cTx: Ax == b,x E K} and max{bTy: ATy + z =c,z E K"'}

where K'" ~ the polar of the cone K:., xT z == 0 at the optimum (with appropriate constraint qualifications).
For X, z E IRn tbe three relations 1) xe K.., 2) z E K! arid 3) xTz = 0, together, actually impose n eaAv
constraints..However, it is not clear what these n constraints.are explicitly in general. For tbe special c~f
the positive orthant (linear programming), positive semidefinite cone (semidefinite programming) and "ice
cream" cone (convex quadratic constrained quadratic programming) the n complementarity relations are
actually bilinear forms, and tberefore one can extend LP-interior point algorithms to these problems rather
naturally. In- contrast. for p-cones, complementarity conditions are not bilinear and direct extensions of LP
interior p~int methods seem more difficult. We discuss these extensions and issues involving the complexity
of such generalizations.

Imre Buany (Budapest):

Maximal lattice-point free convex bodies

For a general m x n matrix A. consider the convex bodies Kb == {z E IRn : Az $ b}. Kb is lattice-point
free if intKb n zn = 0 and maximal if iotC n zn = 0 for every convex body C properly containing Kb.
Motivated by problems in integer programming) we study maximallattice-point free convex bodies. Such
a Kb has one integer point zi on each of its facets. There is a natural way to identify Kb with the set of
all integers {zl t ••• , zm} from tbe facets. This gives rise to an abstract simplicial complex K, (A) associated
with A. It turns out that IK (A) I is homeomorphic to am-I. Moreover, K, (A) ia invariant under translation
by integers. Tbe factored out complex, IK (A) /Znl ia homeomorpbic to the n-torus ®IRm- n- l .

(Joint work with R. Howe) H. E. Scarf, D. Shallcross.) .

Jürgen Bokowski (Darmstadt):

On the automorphism group of the matroid of the d-cube .

In computational synthetic geometry the problem of determining all oriented matroids for a given~
tionable underlying) matroid forms a deeisive intermediate step. A conjecture by Las Vergnas fits into this
framework. It leads to investigating tbe automorphism group Gd of the matroid of the d-cube. We can
prove:

Theorem. Gd ~ Qd+l/Z, where Qd+l denotes the Coxeter group 0/ the (d + l)-cube and Z denotes its
center.

Application of this theorem leads to simple proofs of the uniqueness of the reorientation dass of the matroid
of tbe d-cube in smaIl dimension thus extending former results of LasVergnas, Roudneff and Salaün in
dimension 4.
(Joint work with A. Guerdes de Olivera, U. Thiemann, A. Veloso da Costa.)
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Thomas Burger (Trier):

Optimal projectioD8 of finite metric spaces

We consider the following optimization problems.

• Given a polytope P C Rn and an integer k, find a k-dimensionalsubspaee U such that the orthogonal
projection of P on U has maximum/minimum volume.

• Given a finite metric space Z and an integer k, find a k-dimensional subspace U such that the
orthogonal projection of Z on U has minimum "distortion" .

We present same applieations and related NJIll-eompleteness results. We diseuss some a1gorithms for tbe
seeond problem.
(Joint work with P. Gritzmann.)

James V. Burke (Seattle):

Duality theory and numerical methods for trust-regioD subproblems

The trust-region approach to the numerical solution of a nonlinear program has provideß., a range of v~ry

effective numerical techniques for unconstrained optimization. Recently, several proposalS bave been sug
gested for extending this approach to tbe constrained case. From a tbeoretical perspective, these proposals
are eomparable. Eacb has a robust global convergenee theory; and, under the usual hypotheses, tbe loeal
theory indicates good convergence rates. However, tbe practicaI success of each proposal ultimately depends
on an eflieient numerical method for solving tbe associated trust-region subproblems. As a side benefit to
our approach to tbe duality theory, new insights are also obtained for trust-region subproblems arising in
unconstrained problems.

Dietmar Cieslik (Greifswald):

Steiner minimal trees in Banach-Minkowski spaces

I consider Banach-Minkowski spaces Md(B)t that means a d-dimensional Banach space with unit ball B
and norm IvlB = inf{t > 0 : v E tB}. Let N be' a finite set in Md(B). Tben Steiner's problem is to find a
sbortest tree interconnecting the points of N. There are a lot of results for sohitions of Steiners's problem,
for instanee (i) combinatorial restrictions for such trees, (ii) results about the loeal version: Find one point
which minimizes the surn of distanees to tbe given points in N, (iii) metbods to construct such trees in
special spaces, (iv) investigations about tbe Steiner ratio, that means the relative defeet of the lengtb of a
Steiner problem solution and tbe lengtb of a tree interconnecting the points of N only by segments between
the points. I will give an idea how we ean construct a shortest tree in arbitrary Banach-Minkowski planes.

Ludwig Danzer (Dortmund):

A single prototile, which tiles space, but neither periodically nor quasiperiodically

A prototile sen (= T(![!-, s, h), m, nE NI gcd(m, n) = 1, m, 2 < n, SI hE IR, h > 0) is presented, which

• is a weakly convex polyhedron in E3 ,
• permits 2No face-to-faee tHings of JE3 t

• none of wbich is invariant under any nontrivial translation (mirror images excluded.

Ir and only if n is odd, tbe species set of all face-to-face tHings by congruent copies of sen (mirror images
not permitted) is repetitive. When sen is furnished with a finite number of Bites for various atoms, every
tiling of the latter type yields an (r, R)-set.
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• with only finitely many Voronoi-cells (up to rigid motions)
• and without any Bragg-peak in its X-ray diffraction pattern (Le. DO Dirac-delta in its Fourier-

transform) except a l-Iattice on the z-axis."

Only a very few of these patterns possess any global symmetry. There may be a reflection in a line. Ir there
are more symmetries, there is a screw with an angle incommensurate to 1r. If any of these (T, R)-sets are
physically realizable, they will obey a strict long-range orientational ordert but not by translations aod far
away from being quasicrystalline.

Robert M. Freund (Cambridge):

Dl-posedness and the efficiency of solving linear inequalities _

Given a data instance (A, b), a linear inequality system Az :5 b is well-posed to the extent that chan~
the data (A, b) do not alter the solvability of the linear "inequality system, i.e., the system either r~mains

solvable or remains unsolvable (via a theorem of the alternative) for small changes in the data. We study the
dependency of compleXity bounds on the ill-posedness of a given linear inequality system for four different
algorithms: von Neumann's algorithm, Rosenblatt's a1gorithm, tbe ellipsoid algoritbm, and ageneric interior
point methode We show that the complexity of these algorithms depends 00 either tbe redprocal of the
ill-posedness measure or on tbe logarithm of tbe rec~procal of the ill-posedness measuret depending on the
algorithm.

Komei Fukuda (Tokyo):

Vertex and face enumeration algorithms

In this talk, we present some recent results on the vertex and face enumeration problems for a eonvex
polyhedron P given as the solution set to a system ·of m linear inequalities in d variables.
From the view point of computational complexity, we show that there is an output-sensitive algorithm to
eoumerate all v vertices of P in time O(mdv) and in space O(md), noder the nondegeneracy assumption.
The a1gorithm is based on the reverse seareh technique by D. Avis and K. Fukuda. No output-sensitive
algorithm is known for tbe general case. In contrast, we show that the raees of a general polyhedron can he
enumerated in time polynomial in the input size aod linear in the output size, and in spaee polynomial in
the input size. The idea IS simply to use baektracking and linear programming. The same technique eannot
be used efficiently for the vertex enumeration beeause the associated decision problem, called the restricted
vertex problem, is NI?-complete. These results on the analysis of backtrack algorithrns are due to K. Fukuda,
Th.M. Liebling aod F. Margot.
We also give sorne empirical results o~ the double description method of Motzkin et al. and present some
ideas for its practical implementation to enumerate all vertices of a highly degenerate convex POlYhe,.

Peter GritzDlann (Trier):

Determination of finite sets by X-rays

High resolution transmission electron mieroseopy ean efficiently measure tbe number of atoms of a molecular
objeet on each line in certain directions. The aim ia to determine a erystal from a number of different
such X-ray images. The talk studies the underlying mathematieal problem, gives various theoretieal aod
algorithmie results and outlines generalizations. A combination of methods from convexity and algebraic
number theory leads, in particular, to tbe solution ofa problem posed by L. Sbepp (at a DIMACS eonference
on Discrete Tomography).
(Joint work with R. J. Gardner.)
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Pierre Hansen (Montreal):

D-C programming, column generation and loeation theory

Many nonconvex optimization problems may be expressed as D-C programs in which tbe objective function
and eonstraints' left-hand sides are differenees of eonvex functions. This leads to solution methods for various
extensions of Weber's problem in eontinuous loeation theory. Moreover, eombination of D-C programming
with eolumn generation methods of linear and integer programming gives an effieient way of solving the
diffieult multisource Weber problem.

Andreas Hefner (Passau):

Salving constramed matching problems by polyhedral combinatorics

The following problem (called tbe Master/Slav~MatehingProblem) ~ises in the area of manpower schedul
ing: Given.an undireeted bipartite graph G = (V, E) with bipartition V =WuU and a digraph D = (U,A).
A Master/Slav~matching in G with respeet to D ia a matching in G such that for every are (u, v) E A the
node v is matched whenever tbe node u is matched. The problem is, to find a Master/Slave-matehing of
maximum eardinality. .
Let J: be tbe maximum size of a (weakly) eonnected eomponent of D. First we show tbat -the problem
is Nfib-bard and remains NP-hard even if k = 3. Second we foeus on the case k = 2: We show how
the Master/Slav~MatehingProblem ean be transformed to tbe (non-bipartite) Matching Problem (even if
nonnegative edge weights are pre8ent). Finally, we use polyhedraI combinatorics to establish a min-max
equation which well-characterizes the cardinality of a maximum Master/Siave-matehing. This equation can
be viewed as a generalization of König's min-max theorem.
(Joint work with Peter Kleinschmidt.)

Martin Henk (Berlin):

Notes on shortest and nearest lattice vectors

Let A C Qn be a lattice and let K be a centrally symmetrie convex body such that K contains tbe n
dimensional unit ball, and K ia eontained in the n-unit cube. We show that with respect to the norm given
by the distanee funetion of K, the shortest lattice vector problem is polynomial-time Thring-reducible to
the nearest lattice veetor proble~.

Dorit Hochbaum (Berkeley):

The complexity of convex separable optimization problems over linear constraints

We demoDstrate the polynomiaIity of nonlinear separable eonvex (concave) optimization problems, on linear
constraints with a matrix with "smaII" subdeterminants, and the polynomiality of such integer problems
provided tbe integer linear version of such problems is polynomial. We present a general purpose algorithm
for converting proeedures that salve linear programming problems with or without integer variables, to pro
cedures for solving the respective nonlinear separable problems. The eonversion is polynomial for constraint
matrices with polynomially bounded subdeterminants.
Among the important corollaries of the a1gorithm is tbe extension of the polynomial solvability of integer
linear programming problems with totally unimodular constraint matrix, to such integer separable convex
programming problems. In particular, it follows that eonvex network ßow problems in integers or continuous
variables are solvable in polynomial time.
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It is proved tbat strongly polynomial algorithms are impossible for eonvex (nonquadratie) network ßow aod
tbis entire dass of nonlinear problems. We present few special eases when strongly polynomial algorithms
exist for quadratie optimization problems. An open question remains regarding the strong polynomiality
of the quadratie eost network flow problems, yet we delineate eertain promising research directions for its
resolution.

Reiner Horst (Trier):

Indefinite quadrat"ie progr~g,eoncave minimization and some extensions

Indefinite quadratie optimization and eoneave minimization over polytopes are considered. After abrief
int:roduetion into these problems, their applicatioDB and basie solution teehniques, a deeomposition app_~
is proposed whieh ean also be used for solving the wider class of biquasieoneave optimization proble~
some multiplieative programs. The underlying theory is briefly outlined and numerieal results are reported
which demonstrate the praetieal value of tbis approach. .

Alexander Hufnagel (Trier):

On the algorithmic complexity ~f Minkowski's reconstruction theorem

In 1903 Minkowski showed that, given pairwise different unit vectors Ul, ... , Um in Euclidean n-spaee R"
which span Rn, and positive reals Pb ... , Pm such that E~llJ'Ui= 0, there exists a polytope P in IR", unique
up to translation, with outer unit faeet normals Ul, .•• , Um and correponding faeet volumes JJb ... , JJm. We
eonsider the eomputational eomplexity ofthe underlying reeonstruction problem, to determine a presentation
of P as tbe intersection of its faeet halfspaees. After a natural reformulation that reßects the fact that we
employ tbe binary Turing machine model of computation, we show that this reconstruction problem ean be
solved in polynomial time when the dimension is fixed but is #lP-hard wben tbe dimension is part of the
input. This result has applieation in computer vision.
(Joint work with Peter Gritzmann.)

Marek Karpinski (Bonn):

Lower bounds on randomized decisioD trees recognizing convex polyhedra

We give an overview ofreeent lower bound results on randomized algebraic deeision trees recognizing eonvex
polybedra. The underlying proof ideas of eounting tbe number of singularities along the paths of adecision
tree are also being presented.

Petar Kenderov (Sofia):

Polygonal approximation of plane convex compacta

A eonnection is deseribed between the polygonal approximation of a eompaet convex set in IR 2 and some
dynamical systems on the unit cireumference in IR2 • Based on this a numerical procedure is proposed for
finding a best approximating n-gone for an arbitrary eompact convex set in jR2 (w.r.t. Hausdorff metrie). Tbe
algorithm provides a solution to a speeifie global optimization problem where the function to be minimized
has more than one loeal minimum. In one of its equivalent formulations the above approximation problem
can be considered as a speeific spline approximation problem. From this point of view our algoritbm provides
also.a solution to a speeific variable knots spline approximation problem.
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Victor Klee (Seattle):

Largest j-simplices in n-polytopes

Relative to a given convex body C, a j·simplex S in C· is largest if it has maximum volume (j-measure)
among all j-simplices contained in C; and S is stable (resp. rigid) if vol(S) ~ vol(S') (resp. vol(S) > vol(S'»
for each j-simplex S' that ia obtained from S by moving a single vertex of S to a new position in C. The
talk pcesents a variety of qualitative results tbat ace related to tbe problems of finding a largest, a stable, or
a rigid j-simplex in a given n-dimensional convex body or convex polytope. In particular, the eomputational
eomplexity of these problems is studied both for V-polytopes (presented as tbe eonvex hull of a finite set of
points) and ll-polytopes (presented as tbe intersection of finitely many halfspaces). (Joint work with Peter
Gritzmann and David Larman.)

Jeffrey C. Lagarias (Murray Hill):

Convexity and the average curvature of plane curves

Given a pacametrized closed curve "'( : [al b] t-+ IR2, ')'(a) = ')'(b) , its average curvature M(')') ia its total
(absolute) curvature K('Y) devided by its length LC'y). Here K("'() = f IKlds where "'( is a C2-immersion,
and ia designed for rectifiable curves .., as tbe supremum of the surn of exterior angles of an inscribed polygonal
approximation. .

Theorem. 1/ D is a closed convex body in}R2 with bOfJndary CfJMJf 8D parametrized by arc length, and i is
ang closed CfJMJe immersed in 8D, then M(..,) ~ M(8D).

This was proved for D = disk by Fary [1950]. POBSible generalizations to IRn(n ~ 3) and 10 same non-convex
D in IR 2 are mentioned.
(Joint work with Thomas J. Richardson, AT&T Bell Labaratories.)

David G. Larman (Landon):

The 1800 art gallery problem

An art gallery with n sides is defined as a simple polygon in tbe plane with n sides. A guard G can see a
point P in tbe gallery if tbe line segment G-P lies in tbe gallery. In general, i guards are needed, and are
sufficient, to see every point of the gallery. However, even if tbe vision of a guard ia restricted to 1800 , I
eonjecture tbat the number of guards whicb are sufficient is still i. Here I show that f guards are suflicient.
With more detailed analysis of small cases, Csizmadia &. Toth have reduced this to T'
(Joint work with D. H. Bunting.)

Horst Martiill (Chemnitz):

Combinatorial geometry of belt bodies

We sball consider the dass of beU bodies, which was recently introduced by V. Boltyanski. This dass is
a natural generalization of the dass of zonoids. But whereas tbe set of zonoids ia not dense in the set of
centrally symmetrie convex bodies, the dass of belt bodies is dense in the set of all convex bodies.
In particular, we shall present complete solutions of known problems from combinatorial geometry for the
class of belt bodies. More precisely, we sball give results of tbe Badwiger-Gohberg covering problem, of the
Helly dimension problem and of the minimal fixing system problem.
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J iilMatousek (Prag):

A Helly·type theorem for unions of eonvex sets

We prove that for any d, k ~ 1 there exist numbers q =q(d, k) and h =h(d, k) such tbat the following holds:
Let K. be a family of subsets of tbe d-dimensional space, such that the intersection of any at most q sets of
K. can be expressed as a union of at most k convex sets. Then tbe Helly-number of K. is at most h. We also
obtain topological generalizations of some cases of this result.

Shmuel Onn: (Haifa):

Partitionable and shellable eomplexe~ and posets

Tbe property of Shellability is of fundamental importance in the combinatorial and algorithmic theo
Convex Polytopes and Simplicial Complexes. Pictorially, a ehelling ie a sewing order of the polytope..
its facets, where each racet is attached in turn to tbe previous ones along a single seam.
Related is tbe broader property of Partitionability. 'lUtte considered it for matroids and Stanley raised
tbe question wbetber all simplicial spheres are partitionable. We discuss tbe computational complexity
of Shellability and Partitionability: for example, tbe later is not seen to be in NP or co-NI? We extend
Partitionability to Partially Ordered Sets, show how to read off tbe /lag h-vector of a partitionable poset,
and give an algoritbm for partitioning tbe barycentric subdivision.
We discuss two classes of (likely nonsbellable) spheres, each strictly containing convex polytopes: Polyhedral
Gone Fans, which we show to be partitionable, and Oriented Matroid Polytopes, which we conjecture to be.
We show that both classes satisfy McMullen's upper bound theorem in the simplicial case. Various open
questions on the subject are raised.
(Partly joint work with Peter Kleinschmidt.)

Janos Pach (BudaPtast):

Some geometrie Ramsey theorems

Theorem. Let f(n) denote the largest number such that any family of n plane convex sets has either f{n)
painnise disjoint members or f( n) pairwise intersecting members. Then

n 1/ 5 :5 f{n} :5 n)og4/log27.

Theorem. Any complete graph drawn in the plane by straight-line segments, whose edges are coloured with
two colours has a mo.nochromatic non-selfintersecting spanning tree.

Theorem. Any complete graph 0/3n - 1 vertices which is drawn in the plane by straight-lines seg.,
and whose edges are coloured with two colours, contains n painnise disjoint edges 0/ the same COIOUT••

(Joint work witb Gyula Karoly and ~eza T6th.)

Diethard Pallaschke (Karlsruhe):

Quasidifferentiable functions and minimal pairs of eompact convex sets

According to V. Demyanov and A. Rubinova directionally differentiable function defined on an open subset
of areal normed vector space X is called quasidifferentiable if tbe directional derivative (as a function of
tbe direction) can be expressed as a difference of two continuous sublinear funetions. Since every continuous
sublinear function is uniquely determined by its subdifferential at tbe origin, there is a natural correspondence
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between tbe directional derivatives of quasidifferentiable functions and pairs of nonempty compact convex
sets in tbe topological dual X' endowed with the weak-·-topology.
This observation leads to the problem of characterizing indusion minimal representants for elements of
the Radström-Börmander lattice of equivalence dasses of pairs of nonempty compact convex sets in areal
topological vector space.
Different type of sufficient criteria for indusion minimal representants of pairs of nonempty compact convex
sets in the Radström-Hörmander lattice as weil as a cutting plane algorithm for reducing pairs of compact
convex sets are presented. .
Furthermore some properties of equivalent minimal pairs of nonempty compact convex sets are stated.

Panos M. Pardalos (Gainesville):

Continuous approaches to discrete optimizatioD problems
A large dass of discrete optimization problems cau be formulated as continuous nonconvex opt~mization

problems. New properties and efficient algorithms have resulted from these continuous formulations. We
discuss continuous approaches to several discrete problems, including the satisfiability problem, the maximum
clique problem, the traveling salesman problem and the Steiner problem on graphs. ....Z:'

Svatopluk Poljak (Passau):

The faeisl structure of the set of correlation matrices
A semidefinite matrix X with all diagonal entries Xii = 1 is called a cOfTelation matrix. The set of all
correlation matrices of size n x n is denoted by En xn. Enxn is convex but not polyhedral.

Theorem. Enxn has precisely 2n- 1 vertices, each being 0/ the fonn zzT with z E {-I, l}n.

Theorem. Enxn has some polyhedral k-faces for all k satisfying (k~l) $ n - 1.

We also decribe normal cones and minimal face containing a given matrix. Results are motivated by discrete
optimization.
(Joint work with M. Laurent.)

Ricky Pollack (New York):

Bounding the number of geometrie permutations induced by k-traversals

Theorem. A k - 1 separated fami/y of n compact convex sets in IRd can be met by a k-traversal in at most

o (dd' ( e'''~-2) (~;1) ) ~(d- ~») different order types, which for d, k firetl is 0 (n~(~H)(d- ~» .
Definition. ~ fami/y js k-separated if it has no k - 1 traversal.

The proo! of the theorem depends on the following proposition aod theorem.

Proposition. The orientation of a (d + t)-tup/e, P, of points in general position in IRd is determined ~y
the order type of the normal vectors to any set of oriented hyperplanes separating each nonempty subset of
P from ds complement.

Theorem. Let V be a variety of real dimension k' which is the zero set of PE R[ZI,"" Zk] and deg P :5 d.
Given polynomials P = {PlI'" I P,} C R[zll o , 0 I Zk], each of degree S; d the number 0/ cells ofP over V is
(:,) (Q(d»k. .
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Tbe variety we use is Gk,d, the k subspaces of Rd. A cell of P over V is a connected component of {x E
VIP1(X)t5 1 ,P2(X)«52, ... ,P,(x)t5,} where bi E {< 0,= 0,> O}.
(Joint work with E. Goodman and R. Wenger.)

Nagabhushane Prabhu (Weat Lafayette):

Sections of polytopes

Consider tbe problem of intersecting the relative interiors of all the j-faces of a d-polytope by a Bat of
dimension /c. We show tbat tbere exist d-polytopes with arbitrarily large numbers of vertices tbe relative
interior of all of whose j-faces can be intersected by a flat of dimension 2(d - j). Further we show that if a
/c-flat intersects tbe relative interiors of all tbe j-faces of a d-polytope tben k = min{d, 2(d - j)} therebA
proving a tight lower bound for the problem. ..
In eonnection with a different problem eoneerning sections of polytopes we show tbat it is possible to
position two d-simpliees Al t A2 C jRd such tbat 0 E int(At} n int(A2) and every hyperplane through the
origin contains no more than Olle of the 2d + 2 facets of Al and 6.2 . The above eonfiguration of simpliees
leads to a eounter-example to a eertain conjecttne.

William R. Pulleyblank (Yorktown Heights):

On the strength of cuts in integer programming

Let i be a fractional vertex of a polyhedron P = {x : Az :5 b}. Let A=x = b= be the set of inequali ties tight
for i and let C be tbe cone generated by the rows of A=. The valid cuts are inequalities aT x :5 LaxJ for
integral a E C. The strength ofthe cut az:5 laiJ is defined to be (ai)/llall, where (.) denotes the fractional
part. We describe a pseudo polynomial method for finding a strongest cut aod show how this ean be used
to produee a polynomial cutting plane algorithm for integer programs of dimension 2.

Peter Recht (Dortmund):

Partial derivatives in non-smooth-optimization

We will construct a "generaJized gradient" for tbe investigation of a broad dass of nondifferentiable funetions.
Starting from this tool, we deduee in a natural way "generalized partial derivatives" as uniquely determined
real numbers. Using tbis instrument, we ean provide a variety of loeal information of non-smootb funetions,
e.g. neeessary and sufficient eonditions in tbe non~ifferentiablesituation.

Uriel G. Rothblum (Haifa):

Linear problems and linear algorithms

Usiog predieate logic, the coneept of a linear problem ia formalized. The dass of linear problems is huge,
diverse, eomplex, and important. Linear and randomized linear algorithms are formalized. For each linear
problem, a randomized linear algoritbm is eonstrueted that completely solves it, that is, for any data of the
problem, the output set of the randomized linear algorithm is identical to the solution set of the problem.
A single machine, called a Universal Randomized Linear Machine, eompletely solves every linear problem.
Also, for every randomized linear algorithm a linear problem is eonstructed that tbe algorithm eompletely
solves. These eonstructions establish a one-to-one and onto eorrespondenee from equivalence classes of
linear problems to equivalenee classes of randomized linear algorithms.
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Joseph Stoer (Würzburg):
Infeasible interior point algorithms ror linear complementary problems
There exist m~y interior point algoritbms for linear, eonvex quadratie programs and for the linear com
plementary problem (LCP). These problems are all of the same general form when defined geometrically.
Based on some properties of such geometrie (monotone) Lep's, we propose and analyze a simple infeasible
interior-point algorithm for solving them. Tbe algorithm is a path-following method of predictor-corrector
type for pursuing a central path. It features global eonvergence, polynomial time convergeoce if there ex
ist a solution that is "smalIer" than the initial point, and quadratic convergence if there exists a strictly
complementary solution.
(Joint work with S. Mizuno and F. Jarre.)

Rekha R.. Thomas (Berlin):
Variation of cost functions in integer programming
Let IPA,c(b) = max{cT z : Az = b, Z E Nn}. Two cost functions Cl and C2 are equivalent (w.r.t. A) if
I PA,CI (b) and IPA,cOJ(b) have tbe same set of optimal solutions for all bE zn.
We show that each such equivalence dass is an open polyhedral cone in }Rn, tbe collection of which form
a polyhedral fan called the Gröbner fan of A. Tbis is the outer normal fan of an (n - d)-polytope St(A),
called the state polytope of A. Tbe set of edge directions of St(A) is shown to be tbe universal Gröbner
basis of A and tbe family of polytopes eonv{z E Nn : Az =b} as b varies over zm.
(J work with Bernd Sturmfels.)

Eckhard Weidner (Trier):
Back to the future? A missing link in linear programming
We consider tbe method of center-of-gravity cuts based on Grünbaum's result a predecessor of tbe ellipsoid
method. According to that, we present a predecessor (missing link) of Karmarkar's algorithm which captures
the essential features of projective transformations and inscribed and circumscribed ellipsoids. The algorithm
has the same complexity as the ellipsoid method, hence it is essentially independent of tbe number of
constraints, and also applies to convex bodies given by separation oracles.
(This is joint. work with Peter Gritzmann.)

Günter M. Ziegler(Berlin):
Richter-Gebert's universality theorem ror 4-dimensional polytopes
The rea/iza-tion space of a d-dimensional polytope P is the space of all polytopes P' eRd that are COID

binatorially equivalent to P, modulo affine transformations. We report on very recent work by Jürgen
Richter-Gebert, which shows that realization spaces of 4-dimensional polytopes cau be "arbitrarily bad":
Namely, for every primary semialgebraic set V defined- over Z, tbere is a 4-polytope P(V) whose realization
space is "stably equivalent" to V. This implies that the realization space of a 4-polytope can have tbe
homotopy type of an arbitrary finite simplicial complex, that all algebraic numbers are needed to realize all
4-polytopes, that there is no finite set of obstructions for realizability of a 3-sphere, and tbat tbe realizability
problem is NIP-complete. The proof is constrtictive.
These results sharply contrast the 3-dimensional case, where realizatioD. spaces are contractible and all
polytopeS are realizable with integral coordinates (Steinitz' Theorem). So far 00 similar universality result
was known for any fixed dimension. Thus Ricbter-Gebert's results represent a substantial break-through in
several basic problems of polytope theory - he solved all tbe basic questions on 4-polytopes that arose in
view of Steinitz' work on 3-polytopes more than seventy years ago.

Berichterstatter: T. Burger, A. Hefner, E. Weidner
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